VNNC WEBSITE—OPEN PRESENTATION—RICHARD HOPP, JIM HENSON.
HENSON OFFERS BID NTE
WALEKO/MAREZ MOVE. Discussion. HOPP presents proposal to “use” “GO DADDY”, HENSON offers website construction and management. WALEKO MOVES. VOTE—TO ACCEPT HENSON’s BID—13 AYE—1 NO (Skelton)—2 ABSTAIN (Thompson, Ciccarelli). VOTE APPROVED.
OPEN CALL FOR VNNC BOARD CANDIDATES. Dr. Dan Wiseman, Miriam Fogler volunteer for RELIGIOUS opening. Discussion –move to make “exception” that if no one qualifies as RELIGIOUS—then they may be nominated based on RESIDENT AT LARGE qualifications. WALEKO/MAREZ MOVE TO NOMINATE DR. WISEMAN TO FILL RELIGIOUS SEAT AS RESIDENT AT LARGE PER BYLAWS. WALEKO MOVES VOTE — 16 AYE—UNANIMOUS.
PRESIDENT WALEKO APPOINTS J. HOPP AS PARLIMENTARIAN—WITHOUT OBJECTION
FINAL PUBLIC COMMENT—DR WISEMAN (new mbr) wishes to co-chair GOVT RELATIONS, again stresses need for VNNC to send BUDGET REPS to MAYOR’s BUDGET DAY process.
ADJOURNMENT—

Respectfully submitted—John Hendry, VNNC Secretary, October 13, 2012
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